Software Engineer Intern

About us:

We are the first licensed virtual insurer (虛擬保險公司) in Hong Kong.

We believe that insurance is fundamentally good, and we are here to bring the good back through our passionate, innovative, and customer-obsessed team. We are also proud to bring a deep domain expertise and our own proprietary modern technology into Hong Kong. As we grow, we’re looking for highly dynamic, hands-on and passionate talent to join our team.

About the Internship:

As a software engineer intern in Bowtie, you will be working alongside our engineers to build intuitive, reliable, and sleek software that makes insurance operations bliss. Your projects can range from developing claims systems, improving our underwriting engine, to any other tools that make our teams’ life easier and more efficient.

In case you are wondering how we are doing so far, here is the coverage on our first-of-its-kind online underwriting engine.

What technologies do we work with?

We are primarily using Python, ReactJS, Typescript (to a lesser extend), and AWS (more info over here). but we are always open to adopt different technologies/tools if they are more well-suited for the purpose and can be cost-effectively added to our current stacks.

What will your day-to-day look like?
You will be working side-by-side with engineers who have years of experience in software engineering and be empowered to drive and develop projects under their guidance.

Some of the potential projects include:

- Developing cloud automation for improving productivity and security
- Optimising Bowtie Digital Insurance Platform for better user experience
- Developing and maintaining core system for insurance operations

About You

- University students who have completed the pre-final year of study (i.e., completed year 3 study) in engineering or computer science disciplines. If you
are not in a CS program but have been coding by yourself, feel free to apply too!
- Good hands-on knowledge of programming, especially JavaScript and Python
- Familiar with modern software development
- Good communication and problem-solving skills
- We cannot sponsor any visa for the position now, so we will only consider candidates with the right to work in Hong Kong.

We Offer

Apart from a great learning experience, we also offer:
- Competitive salary
- Fun, co-operative and flexible start-up culture
- Weekly sharing sessions and regular happy-hour gatherings
- Flexible working hours

Application

Please apply via our application portal here: https://bowtie.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=24&source=CityU